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National 4 & 5
 Graphic Communication

 Sketching and Rendering tasks

Complete each task below after being instructed by your class
teacher. Tick off the task once you have completed it.

Identity Thief. Create an identity for yourself by designing a logo
that can be applied to your folio work. Incorporate your initials and
come up with at least 5 ideas before settling on a final design.

Easy as A,B,C. Design a typeface that will be composed of
elements in the world around you. Sketch your 26 character
alphabet and write a short paragraph explaining your inspiration.

Breakfast of champs. Write a few sentences describing a new
cereal, including a brand name and ingredients. Spend 30 minutes
sketching at least 2 package design concepts for this new product.

One line logo. Submit an identity design for the 2016 Olympic s in
Brazil. The initial sketch of your logo must be composed from a
single unbroken line. Don’t lift your pencil - embrace mistakes.

In your element. Create a collage that incorporates one or all of
the design elements. Use magazines, newspapers, leaflets -
anything that you have permission to cut up.

Grungevetica. Create a modern version of the font ‘Helvetica.
You will need to do some research to find out what Helvetica looks
like before grunging it up. Write your name in this new  grungy style.

Monster Mayhem. Design the user interface of a children’s app
that allows children to create their own monster. Be creative.

5 x 5. You have been hired by a drinks company to create
packaging for an affordable organic energy drink. Brainstorm a
name for the drink then sketch 25 designs of the bottle/carton.

Sketch-a-day keeps the teacher away. Youtube ‘sketch-a-day
381 or 367: shoe sketch’. Choose your trainer, watch the video
carefully (pause and replay if need be) then sketch away.

Sketch-a-day keeps the teacher away. Youtube ‘sketch-a-day:
351: lantern’. Watch the video carefully (pause and replay if need
be) then sketch away. Use colour pencils if you don’t have markers.

Sketch-a-day keeps the teacher away. Youtube ‘sketch-a-day:
371: bike light’. Watch the video carefully (pause and replay if
need be) then sketch away.

Recyclobot. Draw up easy to follow plans to construct a robot of
your own design out of various household materials: cereal boxes,
cardboard tubes etc. Your instructions should have 8 steps min.

ZZZzzzz. Create 4 thumbnail sketches of a poster with the slogan
‘Sleep: It’s What You Need’. Be creative in your use of illustrations.

Sketch-a-day keeps the teacher away. Youtube ‘sketch-a-day:
365: watch sketch’. Watch the video carefully (pause and replay if
need be) then sketch away.


